The same,
but different
A defence of identity theory
By Conrad Bakka

In recent years, the identity theory of mind has seen a dramatic increase in popularity.
To some, this might seem surprising, as certain arguments have long been assumed to
effectively cripple it: The argument from multiple realizability has been seen as a knockdown argument against the identity theory, and conceivability arguments have been
viewed as a threat to physicalism in general. I argue that these arguments need not pose
as much of a threat as has been commonly assumed.

W

hile it has been argued back and forth how much
we really have in common with the ancient Greeks,
it is hardly controversial that they had minds, mental faculties and cognitive abilities much like ours. Perhaps just
as unsurprising is the fact that the Ancient Greek langu
age contains words which could mean “mind”, and also
imply mental and cognitive functions more generally.1
In addition, such words often name a specific part of the
body – but it is not the brain, or even the head. Rather,
such words usually link the mind and cognitive function
with what was then commonly held to be the seat of the
“soul” – the heart region. While the meanings of such
words might be a good indicator of common opinion,
philosophers also held the view that it is the heart region,
and not the brain, that is responsible for perception and
cognition.2 While such trivia might smother confidence in
introspection and phenomenology – who thinks and perceives with their heart region? – I take it to be somewhat
comforting. It shows that the quest to unravel the fundamental nature of consciousness has seen progress over the
millennia – at least we now know where to look.
This is an understatement, of course, as recent times
have seen a massive increase in both knowledge and understanding of cognitive function, the brain and even consciousness itself. Even so, there is surprisingly little convergence in the philosophy of mind as to how consciousness
relates to the physical world, if at all. In attempting to
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settle this, the first question that needs an answer is, presumably, whether counsciousness is physical – and what it
means to say that it is. One theory of consciousness, the
identity theory of mind,3 both affirms the physical nature
of consciousness, and tries to explicate what it means to
say that consciousness is physical. One of the main advantages of this theory is that it brings consciousness in line
with the rest of the known physical world. The theory could also, its proponents hope, eliminate many of the problems concerning “the mental” – since what one is really
talking about are physical processes in the brain. In short,
it has explanatory power, simplicity, and current scientific
understanding on its side. The only drawback is that the
theory has commonly been held to be false and more or
less dead for decades (Kim 1989).
However, for a dead theory, it has been gaining popularity remarkably fast during the last fifteen years or so. In
line with this trend, I will attempt to show that the reports
of its death have been greatly exaggerated, and that it is
still a viable theory of consciousness. To do this, it will be
necessary to show the philosophical motivations for and
the obstacles to the view that mental – or psychological, as
I will prefer to call them – phenomena can be identified
with physical phenomena. First, I will set the stage with a
quick introduction of physicalism and identity theory, followed by a brief look at one of the strongest arguments for
physicalism and how it might favour the identity theory.

The varieties of physicalism
Among philosophers and scientists, the most common
theory of the relation between mind and world is physicalism. Physicalism is a metaphysical thesis that intends to
say something about the nature of everything in existence
– namely that it is physical.4 Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, physicalists have had a hard time pinning down exactly
what is meant by “physical”. For our purposes, it will be
enough to agree that there are brains, which we would
normally be inclined to classify as physical, and that we
experience mental phenomena, which are not obviously
physical. Even so, we might follow Bickle (1998:17) and
assume that if everything explained by theories of intentional psychology (mind) is reducible to or identifiable
with explanations at, say, the neurobiological level (brain),
it follows that the ontological levels should be collapsed
too. Not all physicalists think this reduction is feasible,
however, and as a result, there are a number of different
physicalist positions. Even so, there are certain core commitments – a minimal physicalism – that any physicalist
view must accept.
The first of these is ontological physicalism, the view
that every particular in the spatiotemporal world is a physical
particular.5 Thus, every particular object, event or state is a
physical object, event or state. Although a necessary commitment, this is not by itself sufficient for a minimal physicalism. The reason is that ontological physicalism does
not say anything about what kind of properties a certain
particular might have, or how they relate to each other.
Ontological physicalism alone is therefore compatible
with the existence of properties that are neither physical
nor explainable by recourse to physical properties, i.e. irreducible psychological properties.
A central concern for any physicalist is whether to allow such irreducible properties. A weak form of physicalism – a non-reductive type – does allow them, but it must
posit some further, restricting view about the relation between physical properties and others. This is often spelled
out as a relation where the psychological is somehow fixed
by, but not reducible to, the physical.6 Another, stronger
type of physicalism, which excludes the possibility of irreducible psychological properties, is reductive physicalism.
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I will then look at a set of objections against physicalism
and the identity theory, which relies on modal epistemology. Finally, I will evaluate the argument that led to the
demise of identity theory in the 1960s, by taking a closer
look at what identity theory really says about the relation
between consciousness and the physical world.

It can be defined as the view that all first-order properties
that are instantiated in the spatiotemporal world are physical
properties.7 On this view, there is only one type of particular, and there is only one type of (first-order) property.
Identity theory is one such type of reductive physicalism.
Nowadays, no one denies that there are strong correlations between the psychological and the physical. Cases
of localized brain damage, for instance, where certain physical structures in the brain (e.g.
language centres) are badly dama- Among philosophers
ged or removed, correlate strongly and scientists, the most
with changes in psychological
common theory of
functions and abilities. Likewise,
the neurosciences often assume the relation between
that similar physical structures mind and world is
realize more or less the same psy- physicalism.
chological functions in different
individuals (e.g. language centres), and even in different species (Bechtel and Mundale
1999). This leads to the question: What is one to make
of such correlations? Identity theory answers that we are
not dealing with correlations, but identities. Similarly,
where there is water, there is H2O – not because there are
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strong correlations between the two, but because they are
identical. In the same way, the identity theory claims that
psychological phenomena simply are physical phenomena.
The first step in fleshing out the identity theory is to
come up with a viable notion of identity. As we will see,
there is still a long way to go in this respect. To get some
idea of the notion of identity we are after, consider the
convention that it is unfortunate for two females to wear
the same dress at an event. Now, this usually means that it
is unfortunate if they wear one dress each, both of which
are instances of the same kind of dress. On the other and
more interesting reading, it could mean that they both
shared one – and the exact same – dress. This last notion of
identity is often called “strict identity”, and is what many
hold to be the relevant notion of “identity” with respect
to the identity theory. As we will see later, however, there
might be a certain asymmetry between the identity relations of physical objects and the identity relation between
psychological and physical phenomena – neither of which
can obviously be called objects.
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The nature of the physical world
The causal closure of the physical domain (hereafter causal
closure) is arguably the strongest argument for any type of
physicalism. A clear formulation of it is found in Papineau
(2011:53): “[E]very physical effect has a sufﬁcient physical cause.” (See Papineau’s article for numerous qualifications.) This implies that the causal history of any physical
event, as far as it has one, will not need to venture outside
the physical domain in order to be complete.8 Whether
physicalist or not, one still has to account for causal closure, because, as Papineau says, “[s]carcely any contemporary philosophers are prepared to query this thesis, even
those who wish to resist the apparent physicalist consequences” (2007:§1.2, note 4).
The philosophical interest in causal closure goes beyond its merely being an argument for physicalism. For one
thing, causal closure has been held by Kim (e.g. 1989),
among others, to pose a problem for any type of causation assumed to be distinct from physical causation.9 This
becomes especially clear in the case of mental causation.
If one holds a particular mental event to cause a physical event, causal closure entails that this resulting physical event must also have had a physical cause. Therefore,
either the physical cause was the same as the mental cause
(reduction), or there were two independent causes (over
determination). Postulating two independently sufficient
causes, as one does in the case of overdetermination, is
often considered theoretically uneconomical. There is therefore an argument to be made for reduction as the better candidate of the two. Even so, there are numerous attempts to modify, circumvent or otherwise adapt causal
closure so as to plausibly accommodate mental causation,
and non-reductive physicalism more generally. For my
purposes, it is enough to note that a reductionist would
welcome the entailments of causal closure, and can accommodate it without much trouble. The causal closure of the
physical therefore motivates a robust form of reductive
physicalism. In spite of this, non-reductive physicalism
has recently been favoured, mainly on account of its ability to avoid the objection from multiple realizability – an
objection we will return to. I believe that this advantage
might not be as great as many have believed. And if the
challenges that face reductive physicalism and the identity
theory turns out to be less grave than first imagined, this
might make the choice between reductive and non-reductive physicalism less clear cut, and to be decided on other
theoretical grounds. In the next two sections we will look
at some of the commonly voiced conceptual and empirical
objections to the identity theory.

Accounting for phenomenal experience
There are conceptual arguments that purport to show that
the identification of at least some psychological states with
physical states is impossible. The psychological states that
are taken to be irreducible often have to do with the nature of subjective experience – the phenomenal character
of consciousness. This phenomenal character is constituted by the way experiences seem, appear or feel to us, or
in Nagel’s oft-quoted phrase, what it is like to experience
these stimuli. These feelings of what something is like are
commonly called qualia. The reason why qualia pose a
problem for the identity theory, is that it is difficult to
see how or why facts about our phenomenal experience
should follow from physical facts.
There are multiple strategies a reductive physicalist
might make use of in an attempt to fit qualia into a physicalist ontology. Here, we will be concerned with the attempt to identify phenomenal states with physical states.
One type of argument that attempts to undermine such
reductive explanations of qualia relies on modal intuitions,
which is to say that it relies on intuitions about what is
impossible, possible, or necessary.10 Descartes famously
claimed the conceivability of mind without matter, and
inferred by way of his epistemological principles that what
can clearly and distinctly be conceived of as different, really is different, and that mind and matter therefore must
in fact be entirely distinct (1997:181). This kind of argument has recently seen a resurgence, especially in the
wake of Kripke’s Naming and Necessity (1981), and has
been used against the identity theory, and other forms
of physicalism. Melnyk (2001:331) gives a helpful characterization of such so-called conceivability arguments as
“any argument that aims to refute physicalism by showing
that some claim that physicalism must treat as necessary
is not in fact necessary because its negation is conceivable
and hence genuinely possible”. A clear formulation of the
general structure of conceivability arguments, loosely following Stoljar (2010:186), goes like this:
P1 It is conceivable that there is someone identical to
me in
respect of all physical truths, but different with respect to
some psychological truth.
P2 If it is conceivable, it is possible.
C If it is possible, then physicalism is false.
Melnyk (2001:345) points to three questions essential to
any conceivability argument: a) How the argument binds
physicalism to some necessary truth, b) how conceivability

is to be understood, and c) what the relation between conceivability and possibility is. With respect to (a), traditional conceivability arguments are based on the assumption
that if the physical does not necessitate the psychological,
then physicalism is false. With respect to the identity theory, this goes as follows: If it is genuinely possible that one
can have phenomenal states without the relevant configuration of matter or vice versa, the two are obviously not
identical, and so the identity theory is false. Concerning
(b), traditional arguments employ very inclusive notions
of conceivability, which consequently make it easy to grant
premise (P1). If everything that is not obviously contradictory is considered conceivable, then most things will
be. This, however, has the disadvantage of making conceivability a rather poor guide to possibility, and so make
premise (P2) unconvincing. Consider the following: If one
were to ask someone who is not aware that water is H2O,
whether they can conceive of water as something else than
H2O, some would surely say yes. Does that show the possibility of water not being identical to H2O, and therefore not identical at all? It certainly does not. In such a
case, conceivability is simply the result of being ignorant
of essential information, information that would inform
us that where we thought there was a connection between
conceivability and possibility, there was none after all.
This is a rather simplistic presentation of the issues
concerning necessity, possibility and conceivability in
contemporary debate, but should suffice to bring out
the difficulties involved in this type of argument. Many
of the difficulties carry over into more refined versions.
For instance, Chalmers (e.g.
One type of argument that
2011) has pioneered a much
more elaborate approach to attempts to undermine
conceivability
arguments, such reductive explanatibased on two-dimensional ons of qualia relies on mosemantics. Here, he evades
dal intuitions.
the counterexamples of a posteriori necessities (e.g. water = H2O), greatly clarifies what
is involved in conceiving of something, and tightens up
the relation between conceivability and possibility quite
impressively. Objections to such refined conceivability arguments are often the opposite of what we saw above; the
relation between conceivability and possibility becomes
too strong, so that it threatens to undermine the argument
(Frankish 2007; Howell 2008). A related issue, which often comes to the fore when conceivability and possibility
are strung tight, is whether too much is presumed on behalf of human conceptual abilities, as can be thought to be
the case with Chalmers’ notion of (primary) conceivability
Conrad Bakka
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(cf. Melnyk 2001). As becomes clear, conceivability arguments walk a fine line between a too tight and a too weak
relation between conceivability and possibility.
Conceivability arguments operate in a dangerous terrain of modal wilderness. As history both ancient and
recent testifies to, there is every reason to be careful in
making assumptions about the conceptual capacities of
human beings. Moreover, modal epistemology is far from
worked out, and there is really no consensus as far as a
general account goes. Based on these considerations, and
the fact that the assumptions of
Since the sixties, the conceivability arguments are no less
controversial than those of physireceived opinion
calism, it is a good idea to look for
among philosophers independent evidence to settle the
has been that there is matter. With respect to the reduca conclusive argument tion of phenomenal consciousness
against the identity then, there are still many questions
that remain unanswered. Whether
theory, and this is one they will be answered at all, will
of the main reasons have to become clear as research and
reductionism lost out knowledge progress, but we should
to its rival, non-reduc- not abandon the reductive research
project simply on the basis of modal
tive physicalism. intuitions. An identity theorist, therefore, should pursue the possibility
of reduction independently of debates about conceivability, and that is what we will do.
However, some claim that it is difficult to see exactly
how it could be the case that our psychological experiences are just a physical configuration. Besides attempting
to disarm another argument against the identity theory,
the next section will try to show what it would mean to
say that something psychological is identical to something
physical.
Multiple realizability
Since the sixties, the received opinion among philosophers has been that there is a conclusive argument against
the identity theory, and this is one of the main reasons
reductionism lost out to its rival, non-reductive physicalism. The argument in question stems from the introduction of the concept of “multiple realizability” (hereafter
MR).11 Applied to psychological kinds, MR means that
these can be realized by widely different physical kinds.12
Psychological kinds are familiar phenomena such as pain
or hunger, i.e. psychological states that a creature can be
in. It is a fact of everyday life that we ascribe such states
to creatures that are very different from us. It also seems
16
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quite natural to think that such creatures, perhaps even
future machines, can reasonably be said to be in pain.
However, we also know that other species are physically
different from us, especially with respect to the brain. The
argument from MR, therefore, is that two creatures can
be in the same psychological state, without necessarily being in the same physical state. If this is correct, it would
be impossible to establish identities between physical and
psychological kinds, e.g. pain = c-fibre stimulation.13 The
identity theory would then be false.
The variant of MR just discussed can be termed “multiple realization across physical structure types” (Bickle
2003:22). This type of MR has been an effective deterrent
against the identity theory. Nevertheless, it quickly came
under scrutiny – in fact, already in a review of the essay
collection containing the article that introduced the concept. In the review, David Lewis (1969) outlined a way to
accommodate MR within a reductionist framework. He
accepted that different types of creatures might well have
wildly different ways of realizing a given psychological
kind. Then he pointed out that one could specify structure
types or domains (e.g. human, canine, feline) within which
to seek identities – so-called local reductions. While one
admittedly loses complete generality in assuming speciesspecific psychologies, this is more than compensated for
if there really are type-identities within a species-specific
domain (Kim 1989:39). A complete set of such identities
could constitute a physical reduction of human psychology (Kim 1989:39). If one grants such local reductions, the
question is no longer whether psychological states could be
multiply realizable across species, but whether they in fact
are multiply realized in humans.
Unfortunately for the identity theorist, the challenge
posed by MR is not halted for long by positing local reductions. Fodor (1974) extends the MR-argument to not
only apply across different structure types as we have seen
so far, but also to the same physical structure over time.
That is, different physical states can realize the same psychological state in an individual at different times. This
could be the case if the neural substrate that realizes a given psychological kind would change over time. There are
numerous ways in which this might happen, for instance
through plasticity, trauma, development, or continual
change in the brain. So, while local reductions could alleviate the need to consider radically different physical organisms, they do nothing to stem worries about MR within
a species or even in the same individual over time.
In the face of this, there has been an onslaught of
authors from the 1990s onwards who have attempted to

show that the notion of MR is problematic, and in need
of considerable revision.14 The main lines of argument are
that the philosophical notion of MR is a) not conclusively
verified or falsified by empirical evidence currently available, and/or b) that the concept is not at all clear, and if
clarified, might not pose a problem for the identity theory
after all. My focus here will be a purely philosophical and
methodological point in line with the second strain of arguments. It centres on the quite reasonable demand for
clarity concerning exactly what one is comparing when
one compares physical and psychological kinds. In what
follows, I will try to shed some light on the notions of
physical and psychological kinds and their comparison. In
the process, we will also see if we can deal with the more
radical form of MR mentioned above. In an attempt to
show the prevailing confusion concerning physical kinds
and their individuation, Shapiro (2000:636) writes:
Are corkscrews that differ in composition only–one is made
of steel and the other of aluminum–different realizations of
the same kind? Are corkscrews that are identical in composition but that differ only in color–one is painted yellow
and the other red–different realizations of a corkscrew? Are
corkscrews that differ in mechanism as well as in composition–a waiter’s corkscrew relies on a simple lever whereas a
‘winged’ corkscrew utilizes a rack and pinion–different realizations of the same kind? What do we say about devices that
open wine bottles with injections of CO2? Perhaps these are
not realizations of corkscrews, because they have no screw,
but they and corkscrews are realizations of the kind bottle opener. But, of course, neither CO2 injectors nor corkscrews can
open soda bottles, so perhaps we should say that corkscrews
and CO2 injectors are realizations of the kind corked-bottle
opener. But is this a legitimate kind? Who gets to say?

What, then, is the relevant notion of a physical state with
respect to the identity theory? In the case of humans and
other animals, it more or less refers to states of the brain.
When talking about brain states, one should have in mind
how “brain state” is actually operationalized in modern
neuroscience.15 This is done by considering a combination of the localization, structure, and intensity of brain
activity (cf. Bechtel and Mundale 1999:177). Nonetheless,
even with this clarification of physical states, Shapiro’s questions still arise. What are the relevant differences when
comparing different instances of “localization, structure
and intensity of brain activity” – that is, when do two
such instances qualify as the same brain state? Trying to
align this debate with current neuroscience, Bechtel and
Mundale (1999) distinguishes between fine-grained and

coarse-grained conceptions of brain states. This distinction
concerns the level of detail one considers relevant for a
given analysis. Their claim is that philosophical debates
often assume a very fine-grained individuation of brain
states and a very coarse-grained individuation of psychological states, and that it is therefore no mystery why psychological states seem so multiply realizable.
An extremely fine-grained analysis of a brain, where
any physical difference is taken to imply a different physical state, entails massive multiple realization. This is
simply because neurons die, brains develop with age, and
new connections are routinely established. This would
imply that the same physical kind probably never realizes
the same psychological kind in an individual more than
once. It is perhaps rarely justified to use such an extreme
individuation of brain states, but
it illustrates an important point. In the face of this, there
Namely, that if one applies a sihas been an onslaught
milarly fine-grained analysis to
psychological states, it should be of authors from the
perfectly obvious that humans 1990s onwards who
and octopuses do not share an have attempted to
identical psychological state when
show that the notion of
they feel pain or hunger (Betchel
and Mundale 1999:203; Shapiro MR is problematic, and
2008:518–9). If we compare an in need of considerable
octopus to a human, and allow revision.
them to be in the same psychological state, as Putnam and other proponents of MR does
(2008 [1967]:44), we are obviously applying a rather coarse-grained analysis; it is quite clear that one abstracts away
from very real psychological and behavioural differences
in doing so. Therefore, if the psychological (and behavioural) similarities held fixed when comparing octopuses
and humans are few and selective, one should not use a
fine-grained individuation of the corresponding physical
states; one should not expect identification at the physical
level to be highly detailed. It is therefore not possible to
argue against the identity theory simply on the basis that
the brains of octopuses and humans differ, even though
both can reasonably be said to be in pain. Whether it is
an argument, depends on whether the same grain size has
been used on both sides of the analysis.
In light of this, and other arguments that have been put
forward on behalf of MR, the claim that significantly different grains of individuation have been used, seems plausible. And without any argument to back it up, using different grain-sizes for analysing physical and psychological
kinds is unwarranted. Betchel and Mundale’s (1999:202)
Conrad Bakka
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prediction is that, if one maintains an equal grain size, one
will find a very persistent one-to-one mapping between
minds and brains:
[I]f the grain size is kept constant, then the claim that psychological states are in fact multiply realized looks far less
plausible. One can adopt either a coarse or a fine grain, but
as long as one uses a comparable grain on both the brain
and mind side, the mapping between them will be correspondingly systematic. For example, one can adopt a relatively coarse grain, equating psychological states over different individuals or across species. If one employs the same
grain, though, one will equate activity in brain areas across
species, and one-to-one mapping is preserved (though perhaps further taxonomic refinement and/or delineation may
be required). Conversely, one can adopt a very fine grain,
and differentiate psychological states between individuals,
or even in the same individual over time. If one similarly
adopts a fine grain in analyzing the brain, then one is likely
to map the psychological differences onto brain differences,
and brain differences onto psychological differences.

While I believe it is far too early to decide whether we
will always be able to find a one-to-one mapping, there
is no reason why it could not turn out to be the case.
Furthermore, if MR has been held to be an objection to
the identity theory on the false assumption that one can
arbitrarily select different methods of individuation depending on whether one is considering the physical or the
psychological, the proponent of MR will need to reassess
the plausibility of his or her thesis. In closing, I wish to
show what it would take to establish a genuine case of
MR, following a point made by Couch (2004:202):
18
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Establishing multiple realization requires showing that the
same function is realized by different types of physical states.
Two steps are involved in the process. (i) One has to show
that the physical state types in question are distinct. (ii) One
also has to show that the relevant functional properties are
type identical.

At present we simply have no clear methodology for deciding whether two instances of localized, structured brain
activity are of the same physical kind (i.e. identical) or not.
This is partly because the terms “identical” and “physical
kind” or “brain state” do not have a clearly delineated meaning in this context. Brain scans have shown all kinds of
very strong correlations (let’s assume that’s what they are)
between psychological states and brain states. For instance,
brain scans conducted with fMRI are currently able to tell
whether a person is looking at a face, a house, or a scrambled picture with more or less 100% accuracy (Haxby et
al. 2001).16 What conclusions to draw from such findings
need to be evaluated very carefully before one translates
and accommodates them into philosophical theories. This
is especially true when the philosophical theories are not
well worked out yet, as is the case with the identity theory.
Nonetheless, I believe such findings could reasonably be
taken as evidence that mind-brain identity is plausible,
and will continue to seem more and more plausible, the
stronger and more plentiful the “correlations” become.
Whether we are dealing with very strong correlations or
identities, however, is simply too early to tell. Therefore, as
far as point (i) is concerned, there is no conclusive case to
be made either for or against MR or the identity theory,
because we do not yet have a clear idea of how individua-

tion of the relevant physical states should proceed.
Even if it would be possible to determine that two physical kinds, say the relevant brain states underlying pain in
humans and octopuses, are distinct, point (ii) would kick
in. Remember, according to point (ii), a proponent of MR
would need to show that human pain and octopus pain are
identical in the relevant sense. Now, it is not difficult to
argue that, say, the functional properties of pain are similar
in the two species, i.e. they both react to tissue damage in
somewhat similar ways. However, to prove a case of MR, it
is not enough to show that the states are similar, they must
be identical, in the relevant sense.
Admittedly, there does not seem to be anything wrong
in calling the psychological state of pain in two even more
radically different species identical, even if the psychological state only leads to somewhat similar behavioural
traits. The point of this discussion has been to show that if
one should decide to apply such an extremely coarse grain
when individuating psychological states, point (i) kicks in
again, and one must apply the same grain size in evaluating whether the physical realizers are relevantly different.
I hope to have successfully made the case that it is not
obvious that they will be.
In the foregoing, I have sought to show that MR is
not an obvious or even easily arguable thesis. The question
whether MR is an empirical fact with respect to humans,
other animals, and/or more speculative creatures is not
settled, but I would add that the arguments against MR
have been coming hard and fast for over a decade, both
from armchairs and from empirical investigation. This has
certainly levelled the playing field, and has made it difficult to refute the identity theory simply by pointing to
seemingly intuitive examples of MR.

Conclusion
I have tried to show that the identity theory of mind is
still a viable and attractive theory. While the theory could
be proven false by improved versions of arguments from
conceivability, I think it is more likely that it will be either
accepted or rejected on empirical grounds. Further empirical research is essential for showing just how strong and
pervasive the correlations between mind and brain are, especially across individuals and species. On the other hand,
conceptual clarification is required to establish what to
make of these strong correlations – what would it take for
them to be identities? As for the identity relation itself, it is
badly in need of further clarification, as are most other aspects of the identity theory. Hopefully, the rapid progress
in the neurosciences will help spur further philosophical
engagements with both the concepts involved and the explanatory power of identities.
There are countless theories of consciousness – what
does the identity theory have to recommend it above
the others? Its most prominent virtue is that it would fit
well with certain doctrines popular in science and certain
areas of contemporary philosophy. But this is not merely
Pascalian wagering, blindly hoping for what would be beneficial if true. It is rather a prudent attempt at extending
the most empirically sound and prevailing worldview of
today, both in philosophy and science, and investigating
whether it could also fit the mind. Now, if I have argued at
all convincingly, it should be clear that it very well could.
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Noter
Words like “phrēn” and “nous” exemplify this.
2
Aristotle, for instance, thought that “the brain is not responsible for
any of the sensations at all. The correct view [is] that the seat and source
of sensation is the region of the heart” (quoted in Gross 1995:247). As
is implied by the preceding quote, some Greeks did think of the head or
the brain as central in cognitive (and spiritual) respects.
3
Also called mind-brain identity theory, type identity theory or psychoneural identity theory, not to be confused with token identity theory.
4
The term “existence” is not univocal here. Depending on the scope of
a theory, it can include everything empirical, concrete, causal, contingent, or absolutely everything. See Montero (2011) for a discussion of
the scope of physicalist theories and problems with defining “physical”.
5
The definitions proposed are adapted from Latham (2001:152).
6
Supervenience is a popular choice for such a relation. Without supervenience or something like it, such a position would not be physicalism
at all, but (non-physicalistic) property dualism.
7
First-order properties are those properties that can only be instantiated
in a particular. Being green, fast or in between jobs, for instance, are
properties that only a particular (i.e. object, event or state) can have.
This is opposed to second-order properties, which can also be had by
properties themselves; a property can be a colour, but cannot be in
between jobs.
8
Other domains, such as the biological or psychological, are not likewise closed, as they often need to look outside their domain and to a
physical cause (Papineau 2011:54).
9
So, too, if one postulates more than one level of (irreducible) physical
causation (e.g. irreducible special science properties in, say, biology or
chemistry).
10
There are other objections to the reduction of phenomenal states
which we will not look at here. However, some of these, for instance the
knowledge argument given by Jackson (1982), can be seen as a modal
or conceivability argument. This is possible if we construe it as being
about not what could possibly exist, but what it is possible to know
(Stoljar 2010:190).
11
Putnam (2008 [1967]:44) introduces the concept, but not the term,
into philosophy of mind, in a discussion of the identity theory.
12
A note on terminology: “Kinds”, “types”, “states”, and sometimes also
“properties” and “activities”, are often used interchangeably in the literature on MR. In this essay, I will prefer “state” and “kind”, and use them
more or less synonymously.
13
This is a flawed, but commonly used example. Pain is not simply
c-fiber stimulation (Hardcastle 1997). It should also be pointed out that
an identity theorist could claim that the identity is between a psychological kind and the disjunction of all the realizers of that psychological
kind, but I will not pursue this move any further.
14
Bickle (2006) serves as a good guide to this literature.
15
“Brain state” and its cognates have often been used as a dummy
phrase in the philosophy of mind, to be filled out as brain science
makes progress. Currently, there is no clear consensus on what a brain
state is, and brain science is not yet at a stage where this can be settled
satisfactorily, but see Brown (2006) for an attempt, and clarification of
the concepts.
16
For a very informal presentation of the same type of experiment, see
the 60 Minutes segment found online (2009).
1
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